NSDCF Ltd to launch fortified milk

September 15, 2019

Dimapur, Sep. 15 (EMN): Nagaland State Dairy Cooperative Federation Limited (NSDCF Ltd) will launch a fortified milk on September 17 at Hotel Japfu, Kohima, at 11 am.
NSDCF Ltd project director informed that pasteurised toned milk fortified with Vitamin A and D will be launched in the markets of Dimapur, Kohima and Mokokchung by NSDCF Ltd under two brand names of Milkcon and Dimul.
Milk fortification is a project implemented nation-wide by the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) in collaboration with Tata Trust. The release stated that advisor of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Services, Women Resources Development, R Khing, would grace the occasion as special guest. It added that officials from NDDB and Tata Trust and the Commissioner of Food Safety, Nagaland, are expected to take part in the programme.